WILLIAM ROTH ACKNOWLEDGES THE PASSION and dedication of Susan Peters, without whom this second edition would have been impossible. Among many others Professor Roth acknowledges the outstanding leadership of his dean, Katherine Briar Lawson. He acknowledges the tireless loyalty of Ellen Burke. His son Daniel has been a wise teacher. As always, Richard Sugarman has been an invaluable moral compass. John Gliedman, Gary Saxonhouse, and Richard deLone were valued teachers and friends. Their premature deaths have left a painful void.

Susan Peters acknowledges the privilege of collaborating with William Roth and his unfailing support and encouragement. She thanks her many doctoral students—especially Jeanne Anderson-Tippett, JoDell Heroux, Nai-Cheng Kuo, and Laura Ann Oliver—for stimulating intellectual exchanges and lively engagement in projects across the years and around the world. Their assistance in data searches, note taking, reference checking, and organization of files were critical for bringing this second edition to fruition. Joy and Tom Peters remain her mainstay and anchor throughout life’s challenges.